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Now come Constellation Energy Commodities Group, Inc. (“CCG”) and 

Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.  (“CNE”) (collectively  “Constellation”) and, pursuant to 

Section 16-111.5 of the Public Utilities Act (220 ILCS 5/16-111.5) (the “Act”) and the 

Notice of Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling dated October 6, 2011, submit this reply to 

objections to the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”) procurement plan (“Plan”) for the 

generation supply to eligible retail customers of Commonwealth Edison Company 

(“ComEd”) and Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren”) for the period of June 2012 

through May 2017.  Specifically, Constellation responds to the IPA’s and ComEd’s 

Responses regarding full requirements contracts, and to the IPA’s removal of a separate 

solar distributed generation procurement. 

 

A. Full Requirements Products Are Permitted, and Should Be Utilized 

 

ComEd asserts that full requirements products are inconsistent with the Public 

Utilities Act, and should be rejected for use in future plan because “the RFP process has 

worked well.”  (ComEd Response, p. 23).  The IPA similarly indicates that it is “not 

convinced” that full requirements satisfy the law, and questions whether full requirements 
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may result in higher prices.  (IPA Response, pp. 25-26).  ComEd’s rationale is flawed, 

however, on both points.   

Contrary to ComEd’s claim, full requirements are not prohibited by statute.  

ComEd takes its position that full requirements are inconsistent with the PUA based in 

part on its reading that the legislature intended to replace the former auction process with 

that of an RFP process.  Of course, whether the competitive procurement is conducted via 

an auction or an RFP in and of itself does not preclude a full requirements solicitation.  

ComEd next cites to 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(b)((3)(iv) as evidence that the legislature 

intended to exclude full requirements.  However, a reading of that section of the law does 

not reveal such a prohibition.  Rather, the statute specifically provides for contracts 

executed for products “separately or in combination… including but not limited to” 

(emphasis added).  Clearly, by the statute’s own wording, the list of products was meant 

to be illustrative, not exhaustive.  By combining various products identified in the statute, 

one can achieve a full requirements product.  The IPA has the discretion to procure those 

products in combination. 

ComEd’s suggestion that full requirements should not be explored because “the 

RFP process has worked well” is equally not persuassive.  Regardless of whether some 

feature of the IPA Plan has worked well in the past does not mean that the parties should 

be content with the status quo, and ignore different elements that carry the possibility of 

even greater success in the future.  The goal of the statutorily mandated IPA review 

process each year, and the requirement for filing a new plan each and every year, is so 

that the process can be continually improved upon.  Moreover, that narrow thinking does 

not address the varied and substantial potential benefits that full requirements can 
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provide, including the following: 

- Avoids inevitable volatility for customers due to forecast for which tranches 

were established not matching with actual needs, requiring monthly spot 

purchases/sales 

- Protects against risk of customer migration, which only increases with 

PORCB and influx of entrants into residential retail marketplace  

- Bidders have superior expertise in managing portfolios 

Although Constellation recognizes the fact that there may be some cost to suppliers 

wearing those risks that will factor into bids, those full supply costs are known and 

measurable at the time of the procurement results, in contrast to the current situation, in 

which the effects of inaccurate forecasting or significant customer migration cannot be 

known. 

 

B. Distributed Generation Solar Facilities Should Have a Separate Procurement 

The IPA recommends that the Commission remove the SREC proposal from the 

current Plan. (IPA Response, p. 11). 

Constellation continues to believe it is appropriate for the IPA to hold separate 

procurements for solar renewable energy credits (“SRECs”) from distributed solar energy 

systems.  Distributed generation (“DG”) sources, including solar, provide many benefits.  

These benefits include the reduced need for new transmission, reduced line losses as 

distributed energy is generated and consumed on-site, reduced distribution upgrades 

through the extension of useful lives of lines and transformers, reduced need to upgrade 

transformers to support load growth, and enhanced distribution system performance 
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through electricity counter-flow and reduced low-end volt gyrations.  DG also helps 

protect appliances by providing improved power quality that defends against surges and 

sags.  DG is less vulnerable to security threats and rolling blackouts, and it has a 

significantly lower environmental footprint than other forms of renewable generation that 

require additional land use.  A competitive DG market in Illinois will spur significant 

competition, as the barriers to entry for developing small systems are far lower than for 

large scale generation.  This competition will bring downward pressure to costs for the 

solar industry throughout Illinois, and benefit ratepayers accordingly.   To date, however, 

the IPA’s auctions have successfully driven investment only in utility-scale renewable 

energy generation.   Although Constellation supports the concept of workshops to finalize 

the details of a DG procurement, we believe it is appropriate to send the market signal as 

soon as possible that Illinois is committed to distributed generation.    

 

CONCLUSION 

As outlined above, full requirements products are consistent with the law, and 

reliance upon them achieves several benefits that are not achievable under the current 

construct.  The IPA can likewise benefit from signaling its commitment to a separate 

procurement for distributed solar facilities.  Constellation therefore recommends that the 

IPA Plan be modified as described herein.  
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Respectfully Submitted,  

  CONSTELLATION ENERGY COMMODITIES GROUP, INC. 

  CONSTELLATION NEWENERGY, INC. 

 

   
   

Cynthia Fonner Brady 

  Senior Counsel 

  Constellation Energy Group, Inc. 

  550 West Washington Blvd., Suite 300 

Chicago, IL 60661 

312.704.8518 (p) 

Cynthia.fonner@constellation.com 
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